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One of the youngest MPs elected in the 17th Lok Sabha elections, Tejasvi Surya from Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) represents Bangalore South Parliamentary Constituency. He also continues to be the National President of Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha-a post he has held from 2020. Since 2014, Surya has been an active contributor to BJP, by organising rallies and campaigns. He also represented many BJP leaders as a lawyer, and helped B S Yediyurappa in defending him in corruption cases. 




Since September 2019, Surya has been a member of Joint Committee on Offices of Profit and Standing Committee on Communications and Information Technology. Post the demise of Ananth Kumar, who represented Bangalore South since 1996, BJP chose Surya to take his place, making him the youngest MP to represent BJP. 




In 2019, Surya got 62.2% of the total 1,184,745 votes cast in the Bangalore South Parliamentary constituency. He won, defeating his rival B K Hariprasad from the Indian National Congress (INC), with a margin of 3,31,192 votes, where Hariprasad only secured 34.3% of the total votes cast. 




Tejasvi Surya: Personal information  




	Name	L S Tejasvi Surya
	Age	33 years
	Political Party	BJP
	Educational Qualification	Graduate Professional BAL, LLB From Bangalore Institute of Legal Studies, Bangalore In 2013 
	Profession	Advocate
	Enrolled as Voter in	170 Basavanagudi (Karnataka) constituency, at Serial no 32 in Part no 79
	Email	contact@tejasvisurya.in
	Contact Number	9916836964
	Address	No. 381, 1st A Main Road, Near Vivekananda Park, Girinagar, 1st Phase, Bengaluru-560085, Karnataka

Source: myneta.info



Online presence: 




	Website: https://tejasvisurya.in/ 
	Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/surya.tejasvi.ls?mibextid=2JQ9oc  
	Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/tejasvisurya/?igshid=MzRlODBiNWFlZA 
	Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/@TejasviSuryaLS
	Twitter: https://x.com/Tejasvi_Surya?s=20 





Criminal Cases




Tejasvi Surya has three pending criminal cases against him. Following are the charges against him:




	Promoting enmity between classes and maliciously insulting the religion or religious beliefs of any class (Sections 153A and 295A of the Indian Penal Code and Section 123(3A) of the Representation of People Act)
	Unlawful Assembly, disobedience to order lawfully made by public servant, causing obstruction in public way or public nuisance (Sections 143,149, 188, 283, 290 and 268 of the Indian Penal Code)
	Unlawful Assembly, Rioting, Obstructing public servant, disobedience to order lawfully made by public servant, voluntarily causing hurt assault to (Sections 143, 147, 149, 186, 188, 332, 353 of Indian Penal Code)





Source: myneta.info




Assets and liabilities 




	
Details	Holdings in 2024 	Holdings in 2019
	Movable assets	Rs. 4.10 crore	Rs. 14.18 Lakh
	Immovable assets	Nil	Nil 
	Liabilities	Nil 	Nil

Source: myneta.info



Surya’s assets increased by more than 2,500% over the last five years. In 2019, his total assets were Rs. 14.18 lakh, which increased to Rs. 4.10 crore in 2024. His immovable assets and liabilities are NIL. As per his affidavit, this huge increase was largely due to investments in mutual funds and shares.




Positions held 




	In 17th Lok Sabha (2019-2024):





	Member of Standing Committee on Communications and Information Technology 
	Member of Joint Committee on Offices of Profit 





	December 2019: Member of Joint Committee on Data Protection Bill 2019 





	Member of Consultative Committee, Ministry of Finance 










Read more: Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Dayanidhi Maran, Chennai Central









Performance in Parliament




Tejasvi Surya attained 100% attendance in the Budget session 2020 and Special session 2023. His attendance dipped to 44% percent in the Monsoon session 2022 and Budget session 2023, which has been his lowest. His attendance, 77%, was a closer margin to both the National and State average, which was 79% and 71%, respectively. 




	MP	Attendance	No of Debates participated	No of questions asked	Private Member’s Bill
	L S Tejasvi Surya	77%	36	382	0
	National average	79%	46.1	210	1.5
	State average	71%	15.8	210	NA

Source: Prsindia



Surya participated in 36 debates, which was significantly higher than the State average, but was much lower when compared to the National average. 




Some of the debates he participated in include: 




	Regarding need to implement One Nation One Election 
	Regarding need to regulate sale and purchase of Jan Aushadi medicines through online platform
	Request to the govt to introduce financial literacy as a part of the formal school and college education system
	Request to make necessary changes to restart the HAL Airport or create a new terminal at Bidadi or Anekal
	Regarding EPFO pension 
	Demands NRC in Karnataka alleging influx of Bangladeshi immigrants 
	The Banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance, 2020 and The Banking Regulation (Amendment) Bill, 2020
	Regarding the need to merge the Central Government Health Scheme (CGHS) with Ayushman Bharat Scheme





He asked 382 questions, which was higher than both the National and State average




He actively asked questions majorly focusing on law and justice, finance, health and family welfare, and many more such as: 




	Use of drones in the Health sector 
	Banking Regulation (Amendment) Act 2020
	Meeting of Ministers of Justice of SCO
	Bharat Atta Scheme
	Loans under PMMY and PM SVANidhi
	ODOP Scheme in Karnataka
	Undertrial Review Committees
	Cases under POSCO Act
	Subsidy on Urea Fertilizers 





The full list of the questions the MP asked and the position he took in debates, is available here 




He did not introduce any private member’s Bill. 




[image: Tejasvi Surya]
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Tejasvi Surya interacting with his followers. Source: Tejasvi Surya website 



MPLADS spending




The total amount recommended by Surya in his term was Rs. 9.9 crore, of which Rs. 5.38 crore was utilised. The balance amount was Rs. 0.07 crore. 




	Recommended amount	Rs 9.9 crore
	Utilised amount	Rs 5.38 crore
	Balance 	Rs 0.07 crore

Source: mplads.gov.in 



MP in the news




During his tenure, Surya has raised concerns over transport infrastructural development in the city. Speaking about the Bengaluru Suburban Rail Project, he insisted that the state government hand over the project to the Union Government and also urged for a full-time director with technical experience in railways to be posted for Rail Infrastructure Development Company (Karnataka) Ltd. (K-RIDE).  




He also claims to have expressed the public’s frustration over the delay of Bengaluru Metro Rail Corporation Ltd. (BMRCL), Yellow Line and urged the top officials to make the project roadmap public. He also discussed the progress of Metro phase-3, which is at an advanced stage of approval from the Central government. In his letter to Deputy Chief Minister, D K Shivakumar, he sought funds for a skywalk project proposed between Banashankari Metro Station and the bus terminal, where he expressed that the junction is not safe for pedestrians to cross and reach the bus terminal and by representing the daily commuters of his constituency, he aims at making this route safer. 




He commented on the North vs South debate over Central funds reaching Norther Indian states receive more funds in comparison to the South Indian states, which led to a protest staged by CM Siddaramiah and Deputy Chief Minister DK Shivakumar  against the Centre. Surya contradicted this saying that this debate is against the idea of cooperative federalism and accused Congress of playing “a devious game.” 




He hailed Nirmala Sitharaman’s Interim Budget (Vikshit Bharat Budget) proposal to establish a corpus of Rs. 1 lakh crore with 50-year interest-free loan for research and innovation. Surya commented that since Bengaluru is a leader in innovation with institutes like IISc, NIMHANS, HAL etc., this scheme will provide a grand opportunity for the youth to gear towards innovation, research and entrepreneurship. 




Surya also commented on the city running out of water. He specified that the contributing factors include, growth, population, new connections and neglected lake ecosystems. Due to this, the city is relying on distant water sources, which is making water a luxury for common people. Surya proposed short-term solutions like redrilling borewells and long-term solutions like rainwater harvesting and Cauvery phase 6 implementation. 




He launched the ‘MP Covid-19 Home Delivery’ to deliver essentials in Katriguppe during the pandemic in 2021. It connected residents to neighbourhood stores instead of a warehouse. He also launched the COVID Raksha helpline 2.0 for residents of Bangalore South.  




Surya has however made controversial and communal remarks. In 2019, he said “only illiterates and puncture-wallahs”  are opposing the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) at a pro-CAA rally in the city. 




In 2021, during the second wave of COVID-19, Surya made communal comments regarding the bed allocation scam, alleging the involvement of 17 Muslim officials in the coronavirus war room.  Even though media reports said he apologised to coronavirus war room officials for the allegations, in a tweet, Surya denied this saying: ‘When one has no news, they create fake news’.  




In March 2024, Halasuru Gate Police filed an FIR against three BJP MPs, including Tejasvi Surya, PC Mohan and Shobha Karandlaje. The case was lodged regarding their protest in Nagarathpet demanding the arrest of the assaulters of a shopkeeper. The protest, which included 44 others, was not allowed by the police. Another FIR was filed against Surya for an alleged hate post on social media regarding the Nagarathpet incident.  However, the Karnataka High Court stayed further investigation on these cases. 




Also Read: 




	Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Poonam Mahajan, Mumbai North Central
	Traffic and mobility in Bengaluru: Plans, reality and what your MP said
	Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Dr Kalanidhi Veerasamy, Chennai North


					
Thamizhachi Thangapandian, also known as Sumathy, hails from Virudhunagar district of Tamil Nadu. She is contesting for the second time in the Lok Sabha elections representing the DMK party in the Chennai South constituency.

A poet, writer, educationist and theatre person, Thamizhachi entered politics following the footsteps of her father late V Thangapandian, who was a minister in the DMK government under M Karunanidhi. She has a Ph.D. in English Literature and was educated at Thiagarajar College of Arts & Science, Madurai Kamarajar University, Madurai and University of Madras, Chennai.




In 2019, Thamizhachi contested from the Chennai South constituency and won the seat by securing 5,64,872 votes against her closest rival, the AIADMK candidate J Jayavardhan, who got 3,02,649 votes. 
The DMK candidate got 50.28% of the votes polled and won by a margin of 23.34%




The incumbent MP is the elder sister of Tamil Nadu Finance Minister Thangam Thennarasu. 









Read more: Voting from home in Lok Sabha elections 2024: Eligibility, process and other rules









Thamizhachi Thangapandian: Personal information




	Name	Thamizhachi Thangapandian
	Age	61 years
	Political Party	DMK
	Educational Qualification	M.A., M.Phil., Ph.D. (English Literature)
Educated at Thiagarajar College of Arts & Science, Madurai Kamarajar University, Madurai and University of Madras, Chennai
	Profession	Writer, educationist, agriculturist and politician
	Father 	V Thangapandian 
	Mother	Rajamani Pappathi
	Spouse 	C Chandrasekar
	Children	2
	Enrolled as a voter in	Chennai South Lok Sabha Constituency
	Email	contact@ithamizhachi.com
	Contact Number	(044) 24491858 / 09344833508/ 09841208151
	Address	Plot No. 8, 1st Main Road, Raja Nagar, Neelankarai, Chennai – 600115





Online presence 




Website: https://ithamizhachi.com/
Facebook: thamizhachith/
Instagram: instagram.com/__thamizhachi__
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/
Twitter: @ThamizhachiTh 




Criminal cases — Nil  




Assets and liabilities




	Details 	Holdings in 2019	Holdings in 2024
	Movable assets	Rs 2.58 Cr	Rs 3.22 Cr
	Immovable assets	Rs 6.59 Cr	Rs 11.64 Cr
	Total Assets (Movable + Immovable)	Rs 9.17 Cr	Rs 14.86 Cr*
	Liabilities	Rs 5 Lakhs	Rs 1.72 Cr

*Gross total value as per affidavit. Source: ECI Candidate affidavit and MyNeta.info



Positions held




Member, The Board of Governors of the National Institute of Fashion Technology (NIFT) 




In the 17th Lok Sabha: 




	Member, Standing Committee on Communications and Information Technology (2019-2023)





[Source: https://sansad.in/ls]




Performance in Parliament




[image: sumathy chennai south]
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The Chennai South MP on the campaign trail in the city. Pic: Instagram page of Thamizhachi Thangapandian



Thamizhachi Thangapandian has an attendance percentage of 79%, which is equal to the National Average and higher than the State average (74%). Of the 15 parliamentary sessions, she has a 100% attendance in one session (Special Session 2023) and 95% in two sessions (Winter Session 2019, Budget Session 2019). 




	MP	Attendance	No. of debates participated	No. of questions asked	Private Member’s Bill
	Thamizhachi Thangapandian	79	63	292	8
	National Average	79	46.7	210	1.5
	State (TN) Average 	74	52.9	255	1.5

Source: PRSIndia



She has participated in 63 debates, which is more than the national average of 46%.  The debates included topics such as: 




	Expediting the extension of MRTS from Vellacheri to St. Thomas Mount and complete it with immediate effect
	Need to reconsider language options for CUET- PG 2024 
	The Constitution (One Hundred and Twenty-Eighth Amendment) Bill, 2023
	Choice of language option for users on government websites
	Need to replace the existing National Exit Test (NExT) 
	Withdrawal of Common University Entrance Test (CUET). 
	Removal of additional toll plazas situated within 60 kms of one another and rationalization of the levy of Toll Tax.  





Thamizhachi Thangapandian had raised 292 questions in the Parliament in her first tenure. Some of these include:




	Railway Infrastructure Projects in Tamil Nadu
	Digital Connectivity of Rural Population 
	Reservation for OBCs in Education and Employment 
	Agriculture Budget
	Digital Mapping of Ancient Sites 
	Establishment of Port Security 
	National River Conservation Plan 
	Fixing Labels on Food Packages. 





The full list of the questions are available here.




Thamizhachi has raised important issues in Parliament pertaining to Tamil Nadu and the country. She had urged the government to expedite the extension of MRTS from Vellacheri to St. Thomas Mount and complete it with immediate effect. She was also vocal about the need to provide funds for construction of houses under Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (Urban) in Chennai Metropolitan Area under South Chennai parliamentary constituency. 




The incumbent MP from Chennai South also introduced eight Private Member’s Bills as mentioned below:




	The Housing Facility for Destitute Senior Citizens, Widows and Orphan Children Bill, 2022 (Pending)
	The Prevention of Internet Shutdown Bill, 2022 (Pending)
	The Special Financial Assistance to the State of Tamil Nadu Bill, 2022 (Pending)
	The Breast Cancer Awareness Bill, 2022 (Pending)
	The Code of Criminal Procedure (Amendment) Bill, 2022 (Amendment of section 2, etc.)
	The Artists Welfare Bill, 2019
	The Financial Assistance to State Governments for Development of Slums and Jhuggi-Jhopri Areas Bill, 2019
	The Working Women (Basic Facilities and Welfare) Bill, 2019





Source: PRSIndia




MPLADS spending of Chennai South




	Total Entitlement 	Rs 22 crore
	Amount Recommended by MP	Rs 17.45 Crores
	Amount sanctioned	Rs 13.86 Crore
	Expenditure incurred	Rs 4.97 Crore
	Unspent Balance	Rs 2.28 Crore
	Utilisation percentage of amount released	70.975%

Source: MPLADS



Thamizhachi Thangapandian  in the news




Thamizhachi Thangapandian was vocal in adopting a ‘fair process’ to redress the grievances of members of the reserved categories at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)-Madras. 




Outraged by the video of two women in Manipur being paraded naked by a mob and tortured, the DMK MP tweeted a poem Poo Nagam penned by her in Tamil, to capture the violence perpetrated against women. 









Read more: Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Poonam Mahajan, Mumbai North Central









Thamizhachi started using her literary talents to portray in detail the life of women amidst the heat, aridness and the scanty rainfall in villages. Her Tamil poems/articles have been compiled and published as books — Enjottu Penn, Vanapechi, Pechcharavam Kettiliyo, Manjanathi, Sol thodum dhooram, Kaalamum Kavithaiym, Arukan and Island to Island (English). 




Her book Island to Island in English is about Ernest Thalayasingham Macintyre, an English playwright of Sri Lankan Tamil origin settled in Australia. Incidentally, issues of Tamil Eelam, anti-nuclear movement and abolition of capital punishment too have received attention in her literary and artistic works. 




Also read: 




	Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Dr Kalanidhi Veerasamy, Chennai North
	PM SVANidhi Scheme: 63 lakh loans given, but to whom?


					
How do you check if your name is on the electoral rolls? How do you locate your polling booth? Who are the candidates in your constituency? Can you still vote if you don’t have a voter ID card? Follow the Citizen Matters voters guide for quick answers to these questions and more.




Election of the 18th Lok Sabha will be conducted in seven phases in all starting April 19 and ending on June 1 2024. Counting of votes is scheduled on June 4. 




In this mammoth and most challenging exercise in the world’s most populous democracy, it is crucial for every citizen to go out and vote. A high voter turnout puts the onus on elected representatives to discharge their duties and be held accountable for their action and inaction during their time in office.




Some of you may still have questions about various procedures related to voting. Here’s a quick guide from us that will answer most of your doubts and empower you as a voter.




How do I know if I can cast my vote? 




Your name must be present in the electoral rolls for you to be able to cast your vote this election. To check this, visit the National Voters’s Service Portal https://voters.eci.gov.in/ .




Using the Elector’s Photo Identity Card (EPIC) number on your voter ID card, you can search for your name on the rolls. You can search your name with your mobile number as well. 




If you do not possess a Voter ID card, you can search by name. Once you locate your name on the rolls, ensure that you note down the booth address, part number and serial number.




If you do not find your name on the electoral rolls, it may not be too late just yet. You can fill out Form 6 to register as a voter if the last date has not passed and you may still be able to exercise your right to vote. 




For example, in Mumbai the last date for voter registration is April 23rd, and voting will happen on May 20. “Voter list is continuously updated till the last date of filing of nominations by the candidate,” says the ECI.




How do I locate my Parliamentary Constituency and polling booth? 




You can use open source tools such as  https://www.electionmap.in/ to be able to find out more details about your constituency.




You will be able to locate your Parliamentary constituency and the location of the polling booth by looking up your name on https://electoralsearch.eci.gov.in/. Alternatively, you can also locate your polling booth here https://electoralsearch.eci.gov.in/pollingstation 




[image: sample voter roll]
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A sample voter roll where you can identify the booth and part number. Credit: Million Voter Rising




How can I find about the candidates in my constituency?




A prudent voter must do thorough research on the candidates contesting in their constituency to make an informed decision. A full list of candidates contesting in the elections is available on the website of the respective state election commissions. The list will provide access to the affidavits submitted by the candidates that will provide details about criminal cases against them, their assets, education and occupation.




Do read our election coverage for periodic updates and information on key urban constituencies and the candidates and incumbent Members of Parliament. 




Websites such as http://www.myneta.info/ and https://www.prsindia.org/mptrack also provide a wealth of information on prospective candidates and incumbents who may be contesting for re-election.









Read more: Voters’ dilemma: How to choose your MP?









Can I vote if I do not have a Voter ID card? 




You will be able to cast your vote as long as your name is present in the electoral rolls. If you do not possess a Voter ID, other forms of photo ID are accepted. The following are the 12 accepted IDs by the Election Commission.




	Passport
	Driving License
	Service Identity Cards with photograph issued to employees by Central/State Govt PSUs/Public Limited Companies
	Passbooks with photograph issued by Bank/Post Office
	PAN Card
	Smart Card issued by RGI under NPR
	MNREGA Job Card
	Health Insurance Smart Card issued under the scheme of Ministry of Labour
	Pension document with photograph
	Authenticated Photo Voter Slip issued by the election machinery
	Official identity cards issued to MPs/MLAs/MLCs
	Aadhaar Card












Overseas voters must carry their original passport for identification as other documents are not accepted. Carrying any of the above should be sufficient so long as you are already registered to vote.




What is the process inside the polling station? 




Most polling booths open at 7am and though the voting official closes at 6 pm, voting may continue in booths where a large number of voters are gathered or if the time is extended at the discretion of the presiding officer.




[image: illustration of step by step guide in a polling booth]
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The process followed inside a polling booth. Pic: Nikita Vashisth



As Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) machines will be in use this election, the voter can verify if their vote has indeed been recorded correctly. The voter will be able to see the name of the candidate for whom they have cast their vote on the VVPAT machine. The screen of the VVPAT machine will show the vote cast for seven seconds before a slip is printed and dropped into the VVPAT’s collection box.




What is the Model Code of Conduct? 




The Model Code of Conduct is a set of guidelines issued by the Election Commission of India that are applicable to all contestants and parties. The rules laid down pertain to campaigning, speeches, rallies, polling day, polling booth and manifestos.




The full set of guidelines can be accessed here.




How can I report, if I witness any violations?




Citizens can report violations of the Model Code of Conduct by using an exclusive app launched by the Election Commission of India, cVigil. More details on the app can be found https://voters.eci.gov.in/ 




Violations can also be emailed to complaints@eci.gov.in




Is the Election Commission active on social media? 




The Election Commission of India is active on social media and is also conducting special awareness drives for first time voters. Here are the important handles for finding recent updates or even to reach out to them.




	X – @SpokespersonECI and @ECISVEEP
	https://www.facebook.com/ECI/
	https://ceodelhi.gov.in/SVEEP-Page.aspx 





If a majority of voters choose NOTA, will there be a re-election?




The NOTA (None Of The Above) option is used by voters to indicate their dissatisfaction with candidates in the fray in their constituency. However, at present, there is no provision for re-election even if NOTA gets the highest number of votes. 




The Representation of the People Act in its current form states that the election goes to the candidate “to whom the largest number of valid votes have been given.” This rule must be amended in order to conduct repolls, if NOTA gains more votes. 




Can Non Resident Indians vote? 




Non-resident Indians are eligible to vote provided they hold a valid Indian passport and are of 18 years of age. They must register as an overseas voter to cast their vote. 




The ECI website has detailed instructions about registration and exercising your right as an NRI voter. Following are some important pointers mentioned by the ECI. 




	No person can be enrolled on more than one electoral roll i.e. when you enrol as a overseas voter you have to submit a declaration – that you did not get enrolled as a general elector
	If you are registered as a general voter, you should surrender your EPIC along with submission of Form 6A
	When you return to India you can register as general elector at your place of ordinary residence
	Please remember that you have only one vote. Accordingly you should not vote for more than one candidate





You can download Form 6A from here. 




Are there any facilities for persons with disabilities at polling booths? 




The Election Commission of India recognises persons who have “one among the 21 disabilities as mentioned by the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act 2016”  as voters with disabilities.




They try to ensure facilities in a polling booth such as signage, help desk, polling booths on the ground floor, ramp, braille ballot guide and braille EVMs, accessible restrooms and drinking water facilities.




Additionally, voters with disabilities can pre-book wheelchairs and guides a day prior to polling day for assured availability of facilities. Some constituencies also offer transport facilities and separate parking space.




Is it possible to vote from home for senior citizens and persons with disabilities? 




Yes. This time, there is a provision for senior citizens above 85 years of age and persons with 40% and above disabilities to vote from home. All the information regarding voting from home can be accessed here.  




(Inputs by Prachi Pinglay-Plumber.)




Also read: 




	What makes your MP a true people’s representative?
	Have suggested a health survey to check effects of industrial pollution: Kalanidhi Veerasamy
	Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Dr. Shrikant Shinde, Kalyan


					
In its recently released Manifesto for the upcoming Lok Sabha elections 2024, the Indian
National Congress has promised to bring some much needed reforms in the Indian Parliament. It has promised to ensure that both Houses of Parliament will be in session for 100 days in a year; the opposition parties will be empowered to set agenda for one day in a week and presiding officers (Speaker of Lok Sabha and Chairperson of Rajya Sabha) will not be part of any political party to ensure their impartial functioning.




The Manifesto released by the Communist Party of India (Marxist) also acknowledges that
Parliament has been severely undermined due to wholesale expulsion of opposition MPs,
bulldozing of laws without discussions and without scrutiny by Parliament Committees. The
reforms suggested include parliamentary oversight on financial regulatory bodies and security apparatus to ensure accountability.









Read more: What makes your MP a true people’s representative?









Each of these reforms, if implemented, will go a long way in strengthening the institution of
Parliament which is currently undergoing an existential crisis.




The need for reforms




The ‘Make Parliament Great Again’ (MPGA) campaign represents the voices and demands of citizens of India to strengthen the Parliament of India.




In January 2024, on the eve of the last Parliament session of the current Lok Sabha, we (Maadhyam) had shared information on all the ‘wrongs’ committed by the government against Parliament which directly contributed to its undermining. A few weeks later, several civil society organisations also came together to release a chargesheet against the government for subversion of our parliamentary democracy.




The democratic backsliding resulting in executive takeover of Parliament and the undermining of its functioning needed to become a political agenda so that it could get the attention it deserves. Similarly lack of open, inclusive and transparent consultations for law and policy making needed to become a political issue.




It is in light of these grave and worrying precedents which have been set, that the need for reforms has become imminent. Hence electoral promises made by political parties towards revival of the institution of Parliament were much needed and are greatly welcome.




With this objective in mind, we collaborated with like-minded organisations and individuals, undertook consultations with experts and different stakeholders and prepared a set of demands from political parties for reforms required in the way Parliament functions and in the way consultations are carried out. The demands received support and endorsements from 5177 citizens across several platforms. Many citizens proposed their own reform suggestions as well. All of these were collated and shared with several political parties and party leaders.




[image: Poster showing People's demands under the MPGA campaign]
[image: Poster showing People's demands under the MPGA campaign]
Poster courtesy: Maadhyam



What we have seen so far




The promises made by INC in its manifesto draw from these demands, even as only some of the demands have made it to the manifesto and some fall short of meeting the threshold set in the demand charter. 




For instance, the MPGA charter of demands asks for Parliament to be in session for a minimum of 120 days in a year, but the INC manifesto promises only 100 days. Having said that, even the promise of 100 days in a year is a stark improvement over the current Lok Sabha which was in session for an approximate average of 56 days in a year only.




Longer Parliament sessions mean greater government accountability. Similarly, the MPGA demand charter included a demand to dedicate one day a week for the opposition to set the agenda. The manifesto promise of sharing of agenda setting power between government and opposition can ensure less disruption and greater deliberation on issues of public importance.




The promise of making the posts of presiding officers politically neutral wasn’t mentioned in the MPGA demand charter, but many citizens had suggested it and it was part of the documents we had shared with political parties. It is a crucial reform promise which can ensure greatercompliance with rules and procedures and more impartial functioning of Parliament. 




The INC manifesto didn’t specifically include any of the MPGA demands related to strengthening the process of public consultations, but the manifesto does categorically acknowledge that consultations, along with necessity, reasonableness and proportionality are fundamental principles of law-making.




The CPI(M) Manifesto categorically acknowledges the undermining of Parliament but falls short of proposing reforms to revive it. Nevertheless, the proposed reforms of strengthening parliamentary oversight on regulatory bodies and security apparatus are crucial and much needed. But for Parliament to effectively discharge these responsibilities, it itself needs to be free from the clutches of the executive. Hence broad based reforms in the functioning of Parliament,as proposed in the MPGA demand charter are required.




All of these are positive developments and we hope that other political parties will also promise to implement these reforms in their election manifestos. We also urge the citizens to keep demanding a commitment to strengthen Parliament from candidates and political parties they support. It is only when citizens engage that things change.




Note: The article above is a Press Note released by Maadhyam, a civic engagement initiative to bring Parliament & policy making closer to people. It has been republished with minimal edits.




Also read:




	Voters’ dilemma: How to choose your MP?
	Voting from home in Lok Sabha elections 2024: Eligibility, process and other rules
	Explainer: All you need to know about voter registration


					
In 2021, some street vendors informed Mohit Valecha, Delhi in-charge of the National Hawker Federation (NHF), that officers of the Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) were giving out loan application forms to shopkeepers at Saraswati camp, RK Puram, under the PM SVANidhi scheme. “By the time we reached there, the officers had distributed applications to around 12 of the 20 shopkeepers there. These were junior officers. When we questioned them, they said they did so to meet their targets, and left soon,” says Mohit, who is also All India Youth President of NHF. “I don’t know if the shopkeepers eventually got the loan, but MCD usually approves all applications.”




Mohit says he has found many such instances of inappropriate or fraudulent applications being made under the SVANidhi loan scheme. The Union government had launched the PM SVANidhi (PM Street Vendors’s AtmaNirbhar Nidhi) scheme in June 2020, to provide collateral-free loans to street vendors to help them emerge from the COVID-induced business slump. But councillors and officers of the MCD have distributed applications to random persons, alleges Mohit.




In another incident in 2020, he says, several cycle rickshaw pullers turned up at a camp NHF had organised. “Their ward councillor had set up a camp for the scheme in his own office, and taken their applications to the MCD. They came to our camp to complete the next stage of the loan applications. Only when we told them did they realise that this was a loan, and not free money from the union government as they had been told by the councillor. On knowing this, they left.”




Even as the union government is celebrating the success of the scheme, street vendors’ associations across cities are contesting the actual number of scheme beneficiaries. As per the scheme website, over 63 lakh people have availed the loans.




Vendors’ associations say that the beneficiaries often include construction workers, auto drivers and even homemakers. This could perhaps have been avoided if municipalities followed the scheme guidelines, which required them to set up steering committees that include vendors’ representatives. But most municipalities have ignored this.




Under the SVANidhi scheme, street vendors can avail loans of Rs 10,000 without any collateral, and with interest subsidy up to 7% if they repay instalments on time. If the vendor repays the loan in a timely manner within a year, she will be eligible for another loan of Rs 20,000, and further, upon its repayment, Rs 50,000. 




[image: PM distributes loans to beneficiaries under PM SVANidhi scheme at JLN Stadium, in Delhi on March 14, 2024.]
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PM distributes loans to beneficiaries under PM SVANidhi scheme at JLN Stadium, in Delhi on March 14, 2024. Pic courtesy: Press Information Bureau, GoI



Vendors’ associations complain that fraudulent applications have become more rampant since late-2022, when municipalities faced mounting pressure to meet MoHUA’s targets.




Cities don’t have clear stats on vendors




As per the Street Vendors (Protection of Livelihood and Regulation of Street Vending) Act, passed in 2014, every municipality has to survey and register its street vendors every five years, give them ID cards, and hold elections among them. The elected representatives will then make up 40% of the members of the municipality’s Town Vending Committee (TVC). Each municipality should compulsorily have a TVC to ensure vendors’ rights and to allot them individual vending spaces.









Read more: What are the demands of Mumbai’s street vendors?









But even a decade after the law was passed, most cities have not held proper surveys. They have registered only a small fraction of vendors, and the TVCs are largely dysfunctional. In the absence of exact data on street vendors, municipalities can give a Letter of Recommendation (LoR) to loan applicants, after which the application moves to the bank for approval.




While vendors can apply directly on the SVANidhi portal, the Community Resource Persons (CRPs) under the National Urban Livelihoods Mission (NULM) are tasked with helping vendors file applications. Anita Das, General Secretary of the Ranchi Footpath Dukandar Hawkers Sangh, says, “CRPs enrol people arbitrarily so as to meet targets, and also because they get incentives. Ranchi municipality also issued LoRs indiscriminately to meet scheme targets.” 




Nikesh Kumar, Assistant Administrator at Ranchi Municipal Corporation, confirmed that CRPs get an incentive of Rs 100 for filing an application, and another Rs 100 after loan disbursal.




The Sangh currently has 11 members in the city TVC. Ranchi corporation has registered only 6,000-odd vendors based on a 2017 survey, says Anita. Municipal officials, however, say they have forwarded around 19,600 loan applications to banks so far with the LoR, out of which around 13,500 have received loans.




Anita says, “At several camps held in the city, we saw non-vendors applying for the loan. We know cases of construction workers, slum dwellers and even reasonably well-off people getting the loan. Some city councillors also offered loans to their constituents randomly, though the scheme has no provision for involving councillors.”




Anita says TVC members had raised the issue of ineligible beneficiaries in a TVC meeting, but corporation officials merely asked them to approach higher authorities. The municipality has not shared the list of beneficiaries with them despite their request, she adds.





How to avail loans under the PM SVANidhi scheme




	Applications are accepted online at https://pmsvanidhi.mohua.gov.in/. The vendor’s phone number should be linked to their Aadhaar number.

	The few vendors who already have a certificate of vending (CoV), based on the municipality’s survey, can directly upload it in their loan application. Since most vendors don’t have a CoV, they first need to apply on the SVANidhi portal for a Letter of Recommendation (LoR). This application goes to the respective municipality.

	The vendor can track the status of the LoR application online by logging in via the OTP that comes to her phone number.

	Once the municipality issues the LoR, the vendor can apply on the portal for the Rs 10,000 loan. On the loan application page, the vendor needs to upload the LoR, based on which the application form will get auto-populated. Further, the vendor has to fill in other information such as bank account details and any prior loan details. This application goes to the bank.

	Though vendors can track the loan application status on the portal, they usually approach banks directly to speed up the process. Otherwise, applications may get rejected or delayed, they say. Some banks also require vendors to sign an affidavit and bring hard copies of documents during their visit. While all banks are included under scheme guidelines, private sector banks have largely avoided loan disbursal.

	On loan approval, the amount gets credited in the beneficiary’s bank account. 

	The whole process usually takes only a few days, or in some cases up to 1-2 months, vendors’ associations say.

	Once a beneficiary finishes repayment of the Rs 10,000 loan, she becomes eligible for loans of Rs 20,000 and Rs 50,000. She can apply for these loans too on the website, or, in some cases the bank pre-approves these loans.








Missing: Steering Committees as suggested in scheme guidelines




As per the PM SVANidhi scheme guidelines, “TVC plays a very important role in identification of beneficiaries”.




The guidelines of the SVANidhi scheme state that each municipality has to set up a steering committee comprised of three TVC members who are vendors’ representatives, along with municipal and banking officials. If the city has no TVC, the municipal commissioner is supposed to nominate three members from the street vendors’ associations in the city. This committee is supposed to “sponsor loan applications and monitor scheme implementation”, and has to meet monthly. 




But hardly any city has set up such a committee.




Nikesh Kumar of Ranchi Municipal Corporation confirmed that the city has no such committee. He said the TVC’s role is limited to creating awareness about the scheme among vendors. “The LoRs are only approved by municipal officials. We get applications from individual vendors, Community Officers who are municipal staff, and CRPs under NULM.”




Delhi municipalities too have no separate steering committees for the scheme, says Mohit Valecha. Mohit and other NHF members are part of various TVCs in Delhi. “Of the 2.25 lakh people who got loans in Delhi, we estimate that only 60-70% would be vendors.”




Discretionary loan disbursal




Babu S, President of the Federation of Bengaluru District Street Vendors Union, says that in Bengaluru, CRPs had taken applications from auto drivers, garment workers, homemakers, etc. “Though Bengaluru has no separate committee for the scheme, the district’s lead bank manager attends the zonal TVC meetings. We had raised this issue in meetings, but the lead bank manager said that the city corporation is the one that approves applications. And corporation officials in turn asked us to speak to NULM. We spoke to NULM officials, but didn’t lodge a formal complaint.”




Vikas Suralkar, Special Commissioner (Welfare) at Bengaluru city corporation, says he is unaware of this issue, and that action can be taken only if vendors file complaints about individual instances. “Else it’s not possible for us to look into every detail of over one lakh applications we have approved so far. Also, the priority of the scheme is to help people, it does not prevent us from helping others [who are not vendors].” 




He says the TVCs’ term in Bengaluru has ended, so they don’t have the mandate anymore. “The re-survey of vendors was supposed to be done in 2022, we will get it done this year.” Vikas was unaware of the provision for a city-level committee to monitor scheme implementation. 




Vendors in Telangana and Guwahati too say they have been excluded from the process. 




Shalivan Ranga, Telangana state president, National Association of Street Vendors of India (NASVI), says he identified many ineligible beneficiaries from Gajularamaram circle, Greater Hyderabad, through a phone survey. Of the 6,000 beneficiaries identified from the circle, many don’t work there at all, says Shalivan who is also a TVC member of the circle.




“Beneficiaries’ data is available online. When I called some of them, I found many were tailors who are self-help group (SHG) members and work out of home. And in many cases, the name or phone number was incorrect,” says Shalivan.




In Guwahati, TVC member Dilip Hazarika says they had questioned the provision of loans to  SHG members under the scheme. “We said they are not street vendors, they rarely participate in some markets and also sell to vendors. But we had to accept the municipality’s decision as all street vendors here are not registered. Only 7,185 vendors were identified in a 2014 survey, but loans have been given to around 27,000 people in Guwahati,” says Dilip.




“Purpose is fulfilled”: MoHUA Joint Secretary




Rahul Kapoor, Joint Secretary at the Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs and in-charge of PM SVANidhi scheme, says they have no data on which cities have set up the steering committee. “Our goal is not to check if these committees are holding regular meetings. These were supposed to be steering and monitoring committees that facilitate loans; as long as local bodies are issuing LoRs and loans are being sanctioned, that purpose is already being fulfilled.”




However, NASVI head Arbind Singh says that even the city-level committee mentioned in the scheme guidelines is inadequate. “Just three TVC members can’t represent the entire TVC. When the ministry was forming scheme guidelines, we had suggested that loan approvals should be done by the TVCs themselves, because TVCs already have representation of vendors and municipal officials; banker representation could be incorporated into them.”




Rahul Kapoor, MoHUA does acknowledge that vendors’ associations have been raising the issue of ineligible beneficiaries. “But they have not filed formal complaints against specific persons. Without this, taking action is difficult because many poor people do vending alongside other jobs; some may be vendors in certain seasons.”




Kapoor also says that the scheme requirements helped push states to implement the Street Vendors Act, such as in terms of setting up TVCs.  “But there’s still the question of how well TVCs are functioning; eventually this is a state subject.”




Vendors’ associations say the ineligible beneficiaries may not repay the loan, which would in turn impact how street vendors are perceived for future schemes. As per SVANidhi portal, only 40% of beneficiaries (25.7 lakh out of 63.6 lakh) have fully repaid the Rs 10,000 loan. Kapoor says this is because a large proportion of loans were only issued last year, and because the due date was extended for some who couldn’t repay during COVID waves.




Evictions continue




For genuine vendors, the loan approval process was difficult in the first few years, but has eased now. However, enrolment under the scheme doesn’t protect them from eviction or harassment by authorities. Cities continue to routinely evict vendors, often violently, without following any provision of the Street Vendors Act.









Read more: No surveys, no consultations, only eviction: BBMP’s street vendor policy









Arbind Singh says the scheme has helped vendors become part of the mainstream banking system and reduce their dependence on moneylenders, but it doesn’t address the problem of livelihood insecurity. “If a vendor who got the loan is constantly evicted and his wares destroyed, he won’t be able to repay the loan. But no one in the government wants to listen about the non-implementation of the Street Vendors Act.”




Also read:




	Mumbai hawkers in limbo: Government offers loans but continues eviction drives
	The one step from Chennai Corporation that could have saved many street vendors from misery during COVID-19


					
The Lok Sabha elections 2024 are scheduled to be held in seven phases between April 19th and June 1st. For the first time, senior citizens aged above 85 and persons with 40% and above disabilities will be able to vote from home. The voters in these two categories must file Form 12 D with the Election Commission.




Those who opt for vote-from-home will not be allowed to vote from the polling booth on voting day. 




Eligibility for postal ballots




Rule 27A of the Conduct of Elections Rules, 1961 has been amended to provide the optional postal ballot facility to ‘Absentee Voters’. 




‘Absentee voter’ has been defined in clause (aa) of Rule-27A of the Conduct of Elections Rules, 1961, and includes:




	Persons employed in essential services 
	Senior citizens above 85 years 
	Persons with Disabilities (with benchmark or above disability) 
	COVID-19 suspect or affected persons 





The category of essential services is notified by the Election Commission under Section 60(C) of the R.P. Act, 1951 in consultation with the Government. 




Others eligible to vote from home 




	Media persons covering polling activities. They must carry authorisation letters from the Election Commission 
	Service workers such as those who work in metros, railways and health care
	Personnel of the armed forces posted away from home
	Central Armed Police personnel posted away from home, and those on poll duty  
	All persons appointed on election duty who are not able to cast their vote at the polling station where they are enrolled as a voter are entitled to the facility of either an EDC or a postal ballot 





Procedures for voting through postal ballot 




An absentee voter, who wants to vote by postal ballot, has to make an application to the Returning Officer (RO) of the constituency concerned, in Form-12D, providing all requisite particulars. Applications for postal ballot facility should reach the RO during the period from date of announcement of election to five days following the date of notification of the election concerned.




The date of notification of the election is different for each phase: 




	Phase one was notified on March 20th-vote from home is underway and will continue till April 14th
	Phase two was notified on March 28th 
	Phase 3 will be notified on April 12th 
	Phase 4 will be notified on April 18th
	Phase 5 will be notified on April 26th 
	Phase 6 will be notified on April 29th 
	Phase 7 will be notified on May 7th 
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Representative image. Senior citizens aged 85 and above and persons with disability who opt for voting from home will not be allowed to vote directly in a polling booth. Pic: Yogesh Mhatre, CC BY 2.0 via Wikimedia Commons








Read more: Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Dayanidhi Maran, Chennai Central









In case of absentee voters belonging to Persons with Disability category, who opt for postal ballot, application (Form 12D) should be accompanied by a copy of benchmark disability certificate specified by the concerned appropriate Government, under the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016.  




People with disabilities can also avail of the vote from home facility by filling out form 12 D, if their name is registered in the ARO network as having a disability. First time voters with disability will have to get a certificate from a civil surgeon certifying their disability and submit it to the concerned ARO to be included in the network.




Teams working under the Assistant Returning Officer (ARO) will also be going door to door to distribute these forms. The forms can also be downloaded from the ECI website and submitted to the officers when they visit your home. Along with these forms, senior citizens will be expected to provide proof of their age. After collection, the forms will be reviewed by the Returning Officer (RO) for approval. 





	There are 85 lakh registered voters aged above 85 and 88.4 lakh voters who are Persons with Disabilities, according to Chief Election Commissioner, Rajiv Kumar








Voting from home procedure




	Those who are eligible for the vote-from-home facility have to fill up Form 12D and inform the ARO about not being able to physically visit the polling booth to vote. The address and contact details of the ARO are available in the respective state election commission websites
	A Booth Level Officer (BLO) will visit the houses of the absentee voters in the category of senior citizens aged above 85, Persons with Disabilities and COVID-19 suspect or affected persons, as per details provided by the RO, in the Polling Station area and deliver Form 12D to the concerned electors and obtain acknowledgements from them 
	If an elector is not available, the BLO shall share his/her contact details and revisit to collect it within five days of the notification 
	The process of casting postal ballots will be completed a day before the rest of the state casts their vote. The time table of the same will be provided to the representatives of political parties as well
	 A team of four will visit the house of the senior citizen: 2 polling officers, a videographer, and a security officer. The vote will be cast using a ballot paper. Along with that, the voter will fill out a declaration form: Form 13A
	Form 13 A will be signed by the voter and attested by the polling officer and will include the number of the ballot paper. The ballot paper and Form 13A will be sealed by the voter themselves in two separate envelopes. These two envelopes will be sealed together in a second envelope. The second envelope will be in turn sealed in a third one and given to the polling officer. These envelopes will be collected in a ballot box, which will be with the ARO





Provisions for officers on election duty




The ECI has also made arrangements to enable those who are posted for election duty to exercise their right to vote, said Anjali Bhosale, Deputy Collector, and the nodal officer in-charge of postal ballots for Mumbai South. Such officers have been given two forms along with the order, which asks them to join the election duty: Form 12 and form 12A. 




Form 12A is to be filled out by officers on duty who have been posted in the same constituency where they are registered as voters. On the other hand, Form 12 is to be filled out by those who have been appointed to work at a polling station, which falls outside the constituency where they are registered.




Citizens appointed to carry out this work are undergoing training for the same. During the first session of the training these forms are to be submitted to the Assistant Returning Officer (ARO).




In case form 12 A has been filled by the officer, they will be issued an Election Duty Certificate. They will have to present this certificate on the day of the polls to their presiding officer, who will then allow them to cast their vote at their duty station itself. 




On the other hand, if Form 12 has been filled, polling officers will get a chance to vote during their subsequent training sessions. A facilitation centre will be created where they will be able to cast their vote using a ballot paper. This process will take place before the rest of the state goes to the polls.









Read more: Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Poonam Mahajan, Mumbai North Central









Concerns and criticism




However, there have been some reservations expressed against the provision. Congress leader VD Satheesan wrote to the Chief Electoral Officer, asking that the election officers should ensure that ID proof of the voter be furnished apart from the electoral ID card and that the voter’s Aadhaar card be verified. He also said that voting should be conducted in the presence of booth level agents of respective political parties. 




Also read:




	Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Dr Kalanidhi Veerasamy, Chennai North
	Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Gajanan Kirtikar, Mumbai North West


					
As India gets ready to vote to decide who will represent the country in Parliament, Citizen Matters is speaking to elected representatives from Chennai, ahead of the Lok Sabha 2024 elections. 




As part of this series, we had a chat with Kalanidhi Veerasamy, incumbent MP from Chennai North constituency. Dr Kalanidhi has been given the ticket by his party DMK to contest from the same constituency in the 2024 polls.









Read more: Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Dr Kalanidhi Veerasamy, Chennai North









Chennai North and Dr Kalanidhi Veerasamy
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The Lok Sabha constituency of Chennai North is composed of six assembly segments including Royapuram, Kolathur, T.V.K.Nagar, Perambur, Thiruvottiyur and Dr Radhakrishnan Nagar. 



Dr Kalanidhi, son of veteran DMK leader and former state minister Arcot N Veerasamy, had his debut political journey in the 2019 Lok Sabha elections from Chennai North constituency. Notably, Chennai North constituency registered 61.46 % votes, marking the highest of all three constituencies in Chennai city.




However, a lot has changed over the last few months. Residents of North Chennai have been dealt many blows with the Cyclone Michaung wreaking havoc, coupled with the oil spill and ammonia gas leak. This gravely affected people in the region and could have repercussions in the political scenario.




The people in and around Ennore have been protesting since December 26 with a demand to close the Coromandel International Limited plant (CIL) that caused the ammonia gas leak. With the Lok Sabha polls scheduled for April 19, four villages in Ennore, including Periyakuppam, Chinnakuppam, Ernavoorkuppam, and Ennorekuppam, have announced that they will boycott the upcoming Lok Sabha elections to protest government inaction against the CIL.




From industrial pollution to a lack of basic amenities like quality education, medical care, road facilities and waste management, the issues in this constituency are enormous. 









Read more: Floods, oil spill and ammonia gas leak…what other horrors await Chennai’s Ennore?









In this video interview with Kalanidhi Veerasamy, we deep-dived into issues plaguing the residents of the Chennai North constituency, the initiatives he undertook during his term as MP, his poll promises from 2019 elections that he kept, the promises that he failed to fulfil and other pressing issues that need attention.




Dr Kalanidhi speaks about improving educational facilities by bringing a Kendriya Vidyalaya School, medical college and hospital, engineering college and improving sports facilities in the region. He also says that he has recommended conducting a health survey in the areas affected by industrial pollution and will work towards decongesting the traffic caused by heavy vehicles. He said converting the reclaimed land from biomining in Kodungaiyur dump yard into a park will serve as a breathing space for the residents.




Watch the full interview here:











Also Read:




	North Chennai roads turn into an obstacle course for commuters
	North Chennai MP elect Kalanidhi Veeraswamy: “Kodungaiyur has to be shifted”


					
Cleanup Marshals are back in Mumbai




“The Cleanup Marshal” scheme has been reintroduced by the BMC from 2nd April after a gap of two years. The scheme has been launched on a pilot basis in the A Ward. The marshals are now equipped with a mobile app via which they can issue penalty receipts to people caught littering. When launched earlier, there were complaints that the marshals were not issuing receipts and were carrying out extortion of tourists: the reason why the scheme was discontinued by the BMC in 2011.




This system does away with physical receipts. Penalties can also be paid online by scanning a QR code. Fines of anywhere between Rs 200 to Rs 1000 will be charged for littering, defecating and spitting in public places. The marshals collected 2800 in fines on Wednesday. The BMC is planning to introduce the marshals in all 23 wards of the city in the near future.




Source: The Times of India, The Indian Express




Ridership of AC trains increases




With temperatures soaring in Mumbai, there has also been a rise in the number of tickets being purchased for the AC locals on the Western Railway (WR). On 1st April, WR reported a distinct rise in ticket sales with 3,561 season tickets and 23,623 journey tickets bought for its AC suburban trains. The numbers have increased steadily: February saw an average of 1,431 season passes and 17,922 journey tickets daily and in March it rose to 1,452 season passes and 17,981 tickets.




The Central railway also reported an increase in ticket sales on April 1, having sold 2,434 season tickets and 16,885 journey tickets for its air-conditioned suburban trains. 




Source: The Free Press Journal




“What is the price of a human life in this city?” asks Bombay HC to BMC




Taking suo motu cognisance of the death of two children by falling into a water tank on April 1, the Bombay HC asked the BMC, “What is the price of a human life in this city?” The children, aged five and four, had gone to play when they fell into the water tank at the Maharshi Karve garden run by the corporation. The tank did not have a proper lid, leading to the tragic accident.




A division bench of Justice Gautam Patel and Justice Kamal Khata initiated a PIL in the case. Referring to news articles about the budgetary constraints faced by the BMC, the HC asked if these constraints were an answer for the BMC’s failure to provide minimum safety measures.




Source: The Times of India, The Print









Read more: ‘Samman, Suraksha, Adhikar’: Where we have failed the true warriors of the Swachh movement









Government bungalows default on water charges




According to data collected by RTI activist Shakeel Ahmed, BMC records show that eleven government bungalows including those occupied by CM Eknath Shinde, and Deputy CMs Devendra Fadnavis and Ajit Pawar have defaulted on paying water bills between 2021 and 2024. The total outstanding of all government bungalows amounts to Rs 88.59 lakh.
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Representational image: Government bungalows in south Mumbai are defaulting on water charges according to data from BMC. Pic: Luis Tosta via Wikimedia Commons



Varsha and Nandanvan the two bungalows, which are used by CM Shinde have raked up an outstanding of  Rs 18.48 lakh in water bills from January 2022 and March 2022. Whereas Meghdoot and Sagar which are being used by Fadnavis have to pay an outstanding amount of Rs 2.73 lakh from April 2022. The bungalow being used by Pawar, Devgiri, has got unpaid water charges of Rs 4.38 lakh since April 2023. 




Senior officials from the Public Works Department who are responsible for the maintenance of these bungalows told The Indian Express that the bills for the last financial year will be cleared by Friday and the last date for doing so is April 28.




Source: The Indian Express




Massive fire at MIDC in Navi Mumbai




A huge fire broke out at Navbharat Industrial chemical company at MIDC in Pawane, Navi Mumbai. According to Surendra Choudhari, fire officer of Emergency Response Station (ERS) of  Thane Belapur Industries Association (TBIA), the chemicals in the factory became fodder for the fire. Consequently the fire spread to three adjacent units as well. 




Besides using the fire engine from the ERS, fire engines from other fire stations had to be called to extinguish the fire. 12 private water tankers also had to be used to douse it.  It took twelve hours to bring the fire under control. There were no casualties as workers evacuated as soon as the fire broke out.




Source: The Times of India, The Indian Express




(Compiled by Shruti Gokarn)




Also read:




	Explainer – How Mumbai gets its water
	Increasing AC trains is cool, but reducing non-AC trains not done, say passengers
	Beach clean-up drives: Protecting the earth one step at a time


					
Olive Ridley turtles released at Besant Nagar beach in Chennai




The cute little creatures making their way through the sand and into the sea along the Chennai coast is a beautiful sight to watch for beach goers. Forest Department officials released around 10,000 newborn Olive Ridley turtles into the sea at the Besant Nagar beach on Monday. The Tamil Nadu coast is an important nesting site for these turtles. 




According to the Forest Department, nesting of the Olive Ridley turtles had been adversely affected following the Cyclone Michaung, which lashed the Chennai coast in December last year. But this year, because of the conservation efforts of the department and many other non-governmental organisations, the numbers have slowly picked up. There are two hatcheries in Chennai that have weather monitors that help keep track of changes in temperature.       




Source: The Hindu




Order issued to protect girl students in school vehicles 




With increasing number of sexual offences against girl children reported in the city, the Tamil Nadu School Education Department has issued guidelines to protect girl students travelling in school vans and buses. These guidelines will be applicable throughout the State. According to the order issued by the government, all school vehicles must have a female attendant. The guidelines also say that schools should conduct background check on the van driver and attendant and ensure they have no criminal records.




Source: DT Next        









Read more: Oil spill in Chennai’s Manali area can cause irreparable damage to Ennore Creek wetland









GCC removes unauthorised advertisements ahead of polls




Come poll season and the bus stops, subways and walls in the city are filled with party posters, graffiti and illegal advertisements promoting candidates from various political parties. Ahead of the Lok Sabha elections 2024, the Greater Chennai Corporation (GCC) has recently conducted a drive to remove around 95,000 unauthorised political advertisements around the city. According to the GCC, it has removed more than 69,000 wall writings in both public and private spaces, while 22,086 illegal posters and more than 1,200 banners were taken down. However, there is still a lot of political graffiti seen on walls in public places. 




Source: The Hindu    




Over 4 lakh people in Chennai pledge to cast their vote in the upcoming elections  
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The Election Commission has been conducting various activities in the city to encourage voter participation. Pic: GCC  



As part of the Election Commission and Greater Chennai Corporation’s Systemic Voters’ Education and Electoral Participation (SVEEP) activities, around four lakh residents of North Chennai took a pledge to vote in the Lok Sabha 2024 elections. According to a news report, this has set a world record of maximum number of people taking pledges to vote within half a day. The GCC also conducted other activities including drawing and essay competitions for voter awareness, and officials from North Chennai were presented with awards from the Elite World Records and India Records Academy for organising these activities. 




Source: Times of India       









Read more: Lok Sabha 2024: Know your MP — Dr Kalanidhi Veerasamy, Chennai North









Viral fever cases see an increase in Chennai




As temperatures soar in the city and the days have started getting hotter from April, both government and private hospitals have been reporting an increase in viral fever and flu cases among Chennai residents. Some of the symptoms noticed  by doctors include high grade fever that lasts for about two to three days, cold, cough and rashes on the body. As the weather changes, there are also cases of measles, mumps and dengue being reported in the city apart from viral infections, say doctors. 




Source: DT Next      




Also read: 




	When Chennai monsoons bring more than rain: Navigating seasonal infections
	Pedals of change: Chennai’s shift to a sustainable mobility future







					
Action against cholera outbreak




A 27-year-old woman was tested for cholera, when she showed symptoms such as diarrhoea and vomiting. Her doctor informed the nearest primary health centre.




The Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP) took measures for surveillance and a health team visited 165 houses around her residence. Some awareness campaigns were created about transmission of the disease, importance of hygiene and using clean water. But they did not find symptoms of cholera in the 165 households. 




As health officers and medical officers have been told to form Assembly Constituency/Zone Level Rapid Response Teams to deal with any cholera outbreak, the Palike also directed  hotels/restaurants/cafe owners to distribute hot drinking water to customers. Private and public healthcare centres have been told to report suspected cases.




Cholera cases sparked off by contaminated water have surged by 40% in the city, as reported by government and private hospitals. A number of private hospitals that recorded one or two cases of cholera every month have now recorded six to seven cases in less than a fortnight in March.




Health experts said that eating in small eateries, street food and contaminated drinking water could lead to cholera. Vomiting and diarrhea might cause severe dehydration and affect the kidneys due to fluid loss. Doctors advise the public that drinking water should be adequately treated or boiled. Hygienic practices like handwashing, especially before meals or cooking, should be followed. It is also important to encourage waste disposal and avoid contaminating water sources.




Source: The New Indian Express, Business Standard









Read more: Will vendors’ eviction make street food in Bengaluru safer?









More cuts in water supply




The Bangalore Water Supply and Sewerage Board (BWSSB) announced a 10% cut in water supply, from April 10th, to users of 40 lakh to 2 crore litres of water per day. It is expected to impact many skyscrapers, apartments and gated communities. Earlier, it had announced a 20% cut in water supply to 38 bulk users of more than two crore litres per day, saving nearly 10 million litres per Day (MLD).




BWSSB chairman Ram Prasath Manohar V advised users to adopt five principles of the ‘green star challenge’ — adopt conservation technologies, increase the use of treated water, monitor borewells with technology, dig rainwater harvesting pits and create awareness. The civic body launched the challenge to restaurants, bulk users and apartment complexes. It will also supply recycled water for construction activities.




The BWSSB installed 4,000 aerators in BBMP, BDA, HAL, Indira Canteens, IT department, Jayadeva Hospital, Silk Board and other government offices. It issued orders to mandate installation in malls, commercial complexes, apartments, government buildings, plush hotels and religious places. 




Source: Indian Express, The Hindu




Battling a heatwave




On April 4th, Bengaluru recorded its maximum temperature at 36.6 degrees Celsius, while on April 3rd, the temperature soared to 37.2 degrees Celsius, which made it the hottest day since 2016. Meteorologists predicted that the heat would rise further by 2 degrees in the next five days at Bengaluru Urban and Bengaluru Rural.




Dry weather and heat wave led to deficient rainfall in the state during the first three months this year. The India Meteorological Department (IMD) predicted the continuation of heatwave conditions.




The Karnataka State Disaster Management Authority released a set of guidelines to fight the heatwave in the next few days. It advised people to remain indoors during peak temperatures, especially between noon and 3 pm. It said that people should drink plenty of water regularly, wear light-coloured and cotton clothes, use goggles and an umbrella/hat and avoid alcohol, tea, coffee, and other carbonated drinks that might dehydrate the body. Pets should be kept in the shade and given plenty of water. It also directed people to see a doctor in case they feel dizzy or sick.




It has asked district-level authorities to offer drinking water facilities at markets, bus stands, bus terminals and other crowded places, store veterinary drugs prescribed for treating animal heat-related diseases and offer essential drinking water to motorists.




Source: India Today, The Hindu, Indian Express









Read more: Heat: The silent killer that threatens both body and mind









Recharging Open Wells




With the Friends of Lakes, India Cares Foundation and DCB Bank, the horticulture department excavated a traditional open well of a depth of 34 feet at the Lalbagh Botanical Garden. It is projected to yield at least 30,000 litres of water every two days.




This is a powerful and traditional water management system involving open wells and rainwater recharge, which was highlighted by Ram Prasad, founder of Friends of Lakes. He pointed out the importance of unconfined, shallow aquifers. He also highlighted traditional well diggers or mannu vaddars. His organisation aims to launch a “million recharge wells” campaign to set up at least 10 lakh recharge wells. He aims to make it easier to replenish unconfined shallow aquifers and assure a steady supply of potable water.




[image: https://bwssb.karnataka.gov.in/new-page/Rain%20Water%20Harvesting/en]
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Meanwhile, there has been a spike in demand for rainwater harvesting (RWH) systems. As borewells ran dry and tanker prices shot up, a number of customers asked service providers for RWH solutions.




Source: Indian Express, The Hindu




Bannerghatta Road will close partially for a year




The Bengaluru Metro Rail Corporation Limited (BMRCL) announced on March 30th that a stretch of the Bannerghatta Road from the MICO signal to Anepalya junction will be partially closed for a year from April 1st, due to the Bengaluru Metro construction.




Commuters can reach Anepalya by taking a right turn at the MICO Signal leading to the Adugodi Signal via the BOSCH Link Road and then take a left towards Anepalya. 




Source: The News Minute




[Compiled by Revathi Siva Kumar]




Also read:




	Insights from K-RERA: Large real estate projects add to Bengaluru’s water stress 
	Traffic and mobility in Bengaluru: Plans, reality and what your MP said
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